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Design Topic for this week:  A low power medium frequency wireless transmitter.  
Adding a recognizable signature.

An introduction to basic antenna theory.  Losses in space and reduced size
antennas.

Signals, Noise, Instruments and Measurements.  Wireless remote sensing.

Review course outcomes and evaluation criteria.

This graduate class is a Design Team focused on concept, sketch, design, build, 
measure, redesign, and deployment of a working system to remotely track the 
drift of oil on water in the natural enviornment.  The individual tasks are diverse, 
and will offer multiple opportunities for a highly variable set of contributions, 
based on individual student interests and capabilities.  We have 9 weeks left, 
and will not spend much of it on traditional exams.

Brief recap of last week’s Lecture
Introduction to two basic techniques:
1. Medium Wave propagation, wireless links and path loss
2. Magnetic loop antennas
Sketch a low power wireless link, including signal levels
Sketch a signature recognition system

Tasks for this week.  Sketch a low power wireless link system.  Relating math on the 
white board to pieces of stuff connected to batteries.  Dividing Instrumentation and 
Sensing Systems into funtional blocks, like LEGOs, and relating system performance 
to design, modification and deployment constraints on each block.

How to turn on a mostly passive sensor that draws microamps while in listening 
mode.  Listen, wake-up, process and recognize signature.  Then do something that 
draws current.

The deployment environment: surface water, dirt, snow, ice.  Skin depth and medium 
wave propagation.  Experiments in the kitchen.

Homework for this week: sketch block diagrams of transmitter, receiver, antennas to 
wirelessly transmit simple messages over short distances using battery power.  Start 
thinking about how each block might be designed and built.

Note: we lost a full week of classes due to unanticipated weather events.  The work 
schedule has been compressed, and we will use more existing hardware pieces to 
design and build our system.


